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            Great connectivity is no longer a ‘nice-to-have’ in the hospitality business, it’s now an essential ingredient for success. Powerful networks mean customer-pleasing Wi-Fi, speedy mobile checkout, productive employees, rapid data…
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            Many people like the idea of operating an online business, since it’s often assumed that entry costs will be relatively low and that it will be possible to make money…
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            Since the turn of the millennium, the entire world has been totally transformed into a digital powerhouse where virtually everything now has a digital element to it. The world will…
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            Is deciding a blog topic for your new blog holding you back? It seems like the most important thing to do when you are just starting out. After all, it’s…
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            “Whether You Think You Can or Can’t, You’re Right” – Henry Ford So the first thing to be able to write fast is to believe that you can write faster…
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            You like reading blogs in your domain or rather you have to, in order keep up with what is happening in the industry. You also like commenting on those blogs…
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            Sharing your story with your audience is a good way to build a following for your website and to stand out from the crowd. The tips I share here are…
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            If in any system, there is a single point of failure, the whole system will stop working if that single point breaks. When a system fails, it will not perform…
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            In all honesty, kitchens don’t vary much. Yes, they are laid out differently, have different units and are decorated to the householder’s personal choice, but effectively a kitchen is the…
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